



The foil owing is an edited transcript of the remarks delivered by 
BCBSF President William E. Flaherty 
March 27, 1995, at an All Officers' meeting. 
Introductory Comments 
rd like to talk today about our vision and 
direction. I would like to begin with some 
background comments on how I see the 
industry. 
Prior to today's meeting, each of you were 
asked to carefully read the McKinsey article on 
the changes in the industry. rwinning in the 
Health Care Storm: Recent Sa.iling Strategies and 
Navigational Equipment for the Future• by 
Michael S. Pritula, Director in McKinsey's New 
York Office.] 
For me, this article was rather stunning. 
We have evolved our own framework of think-
ing and our own issues over the last dozen 
years. And the overlap between the issues they 
framed and the ones we've been wrestling with 
was very high and thought-provoking. 
It ~ms that the shift in the marketplace is 
not triggered by the availability of the HMO, 
but rather by the level of inflation in medical 
costs - which finally reached a point where 
employers were willing to make significant 
change. 
The HMO product line has had enormous 
appeal. We see the shift to Managed Care con-
tinuing. From my standpoint," Managed Care 
includes HM 0, the point of service, and other 
product offerings. 
Distinguishing between HMO and point of 
service is probably a waste of energy. When I 
talk about point of service, rm talking about 
Care Manager point of service or Elect Care -
that is, an array of products that evolve and 
change every 24-36 months. Old product 
terminology with a 20-year history is not going 
to cover the fine adaptations that the 
marketplace demands. 
The McKinsey article was particularly 
intriguing on the point that there may well be 
managed care products for even the highest end 
of the market (in terms of low to high income). 
There may be superior medical groups that 
represent •pods" in a delivery system [small 
physician groups that agree to be capitated and 
share their experience]. Not to endorse it, but 
perhaps it is a Mayo program that only serves 
five percent or eight percent of the local 
population. We don't think of that today, but 
then, changes are coming. 
Currently, the low end of the price struc-
ture is most actively shifting from indemnity 
to Managed Care. Looking forward, I see the 
whole industry shifting. We just don't know 
what the products are all going to look like, 
and what their relative price positions will be. 
It's important to note that when we talk 
about this shift, we're not talking about forcing 
indemnity customers into Managed Care. The 
market will provide a lot of choices and people 
will move. 
The trick is to have an array of products to 
match the market and to capitalize on it. We 
can't be in the position of trying to hang on to 
customers with outdated products. 
There is another central theme that is 
helpful in understanding our 25 percent market 
share goal. In the process of this change to 
managed care, the delivery system will consoli-
date. There may be only three or four dom-
inant providers in a metropolitan area - and I 
believe that will be the case. 
Then the question is: Aren't you using the 
GE strategy? If you want to remain in an 
industry, you have to be number one or 
number two. If you're not, you're going to 
have higher operating costs - not only in 
paying for the medical care, but also in terms 
of your infrastructure, your systems, and so 
on. You simply won't be able to compete. And 
over time, you're going to be constantly in the 
commodity mode. with your margins being 
squeezed while trying to figure out how to gain 




Anything less than 25 percent of the 
private market would seem to be less than 
adequate for success. This can be accomplished 
while we move through the shakeout. In other 
words, it's not an instantaneous thing. I don't 
want to compare it to current discussions 
about the federal deficit in which Congress is 
saying we will reach our goal by 2002, because 
it involves predicting how fast each market will 
consolidate, and I don't think any of us know. 
An emerging industry outlook is that the 
Republicans see Medicare and Medicaid as driv-
ing the deficit. And, if they convert Medicare 
and Medicaid to managed care and stabilize 
costs, they will have largely solved the deficit 
problem. While we don't know how it will 
occur, it's likely that a stimulus to shift people 
to Medicare risk contracts will be added to the 
Medicare market. 
It's a bittersweet issue. With increased 
federal revenues, comes increased regulation, 
audits, bureaucratic stipulation of business 
practices, etc. 
Another key aspect of market consoli-
dation that has many of us concerned is the 
need to move to collaborative relationships 
built on trust between the payers and the 
physicians. 
It is going to be very challenging to main-
tain cost-effective performance while building a 
new - and different - set of relationships. 
Those who didn't have to be a catalyst in 
the market and are unburdened by past 
practice can come in and say: "'Well, we won't 
be like [fill in the blank]. We're the good guys. 
All we're asking for is the same deal they get, 
but we're going to build improved perform-
ance around trust and collaboration.• So, we, 
who precipitated change by forceful 
negotiations, are vulnerable to that change in 
the industry, and we have to find a way to take 
advantage of it. 
Competition in this next time period will 
be intense. It will be based on price (margins 
will be down); service will be critical; access 
will be important; and quality of medical care 
will be increasingly important. 
Referring to the McKinsey article again, is 
the notion that the winners up to now have 
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provided adequate quality. Adequate - "it 
looks about the same as I was getting before.• 
It's not a case that we have been using CQI 
or other tools to demonstrate high-quality 
medical care. We're not at that point. We're 
talking about getting certified - that we will 
engage in processes and use them to improve 
performance. I think, at the present, it is 
beyond any competitor to say that a popu-
lation of 1,000 people had some quantitative 
experience in terms of quality of medical care. 
Although some (United) seem to be ahead of 
others in that regard. 
We need to ·continue to develop along the 
policy lines of NCQA and the other 
improvement processes, but we have to mature 
them. What we have done is demonstrate our 
willingness to use numbers to measure and 
improve, not that the numbers themselves are 
at acceptably high levels. 
Another key conclusion that is apparent to 
us at one level - and probably not so apparent 
at another level - is that there are enormous 
economies of scale in this industry. If you have 
more business rather than less, you're going to 
have an edge over competition. 
It's apparent at the level of medical costs -
where you represent a larger and larger propor-
tion of a provider's income, you've improved 
your position vis-a-vis the provider in 
negotiations and resulting business practices. 
It's not so clear that we've focused in on 
that concept at other levels like product devel-
opment costs. Can you amortize the cost of 
developing Care Manager across many markets 
or just a few? Can you amortize the cost of a 
Medicare & More product across many mar-
kets, or just a few? When we develop it for 
Tampa, are we also getting work products that 
are useful in Orlando? 
Those who can figure out how to do these 
things with more commonality rather than less 
are obviously going to have a competitive 
advantage in terms of lower operating costs. 
The same thing holds for medical policy, 
systems, processes, and provider relations to 
the degree we have collaborative relationships 




We have an interesting challenge. We must 
be locally adaptive, continue to focus on local 
presence, and have the innovation that comes 
from local focus. At the same time, we must 
share the economies, insights and knowledge -
be it products, processes, systems, physician 
relations, or medical policy - across multiple 
markets (geographic and product). 
We found in some of the strategy work, 
for example, that United Health Care Systems 
supports programs that range from essentially 
fee-for-service in Rhode Island to highly 
capitated systems in St. Louis - with minimal 
costs to the corporation and an ability to 
aggregate the data. That gives them an edge. 
There will be both form and substance 
issues involved in working with providers. In 
terms of form, there is the trust relationship. In 
terms · of substance and form, there are 
questions like equity and ownership. What 
happens if a recognized company with steady 
earnings offers our targeted providers greater 
financial opportunity, or even the promise of 
greater financial opportunity? 
H you talk to people in the executive 
search business, they'll tell you that they use 
options all the time to predict income. 
Although people may actually collect on 
options only a small percent of the time, the 
promise of the options is a powerful lever in 
recruiting talent. Looking across industries and 
the business cycle, people actually making 
money off options is an altogether different 
issue. However, we have to look at both form 
and substance. 
Corporate Direction 
With those introductory remarks, I'd like 
to talk about Corporate Direction. I do it to 
stimulate discussion, not to end the discussion. 
I hope you will view it from that standpoint. 
I'm reminded whenever we talk about 
strategic planning that it's the trip not the des-
tination that creates value for us. And by the 
trip, I mean continuous problem-solving using 
both experience from operations as well as 
high-level corporate strategy or industry 
studies to support us. So if this is another leg of 
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the trip, I share with you the thinking from 
that standpoint . 
Corporate Direction is a continuous pro-
cess of strategic thinking and planning that 
results in a vision, a purpose, and a series of 
related goals and strategies. Together, these 
components provide •direction.• 
Again, if you make the trip, you acquire 
insights - many of them never written down 
- tliat represent our strategies, our policies, 
and our values in thinking. 
Speed and Conff ict Resolution 
One of the things I want to highlight is the 
importance of speed in decisionmaking. 
There is a marvelous thought that comes 
from Intel Corporation around decisionmaking 
and change. It is two words: conflict and com-
mitment. We will use multi-disciplinary teams 
to accomplish change, like Care Manager. That 
means we will have conflict. Conflict is not the 
issue. The issue is to solve it and build commit-
ment for the solution. 
So we acknowledge it, legitimize it and say, 
•It's okay. You're there because you have your 
unique point of view. Contribute it to the 
group's insight and the understanding." 
There will be conflict around goals, 
processes, expectations, products, etc. Now 
that you've got the conflict, solve it. Resolve it 
in a high-quality way that produces a good 
result for the corporation, and solve it with 
commitment to action. 
That's not the complete answer to the 
question around speed, but it's part of the 
answer. I offer it up for you to consider and 
perhaps discuss in the coming days and weeks. 
Low-Cost Producer 
What we can say about our guiding 
principles is that while they largely remain 
constant, some aspects may change. And we're 
going to talk about that. 
The notion around being low-cost pro-
ducer deserves special attention. First, let me 




If you look at the 30-40 year history of the 
health insurance industry, it has been highly 
fragmented. And with the exception of some 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans, no carrier 
has dominant share. No carrier tends to be a 
market leader in all metropolitan areas. 
The sole exception is where Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield plans, by virtue of how they did 
business with providers, became clearly low-
cost - the Pennsylvanias, the Michigans, New 
York, etc. · Those deals, which oftentimes 
originated in the late 1950s and the early 1960s 
(prior to Medicare), were tiny deals when they 
were struck. They became giant deals and 
produced companies with market shares of 40, 
60 and 80 percent. 
Well, clearly, we're not getting any 
mandated deals. So why do we look at low-cost 
producer as central to our strategy? Because in 
reviewing the literature and the experience on 
competition, there are only two strategy 
choices: you can be a niche player or you can 
compete across many markets. 
If you choose the latter, the only winning 
~rategy I know of is to get positioned as 
having low operating costs. What you do with 
that in terms of product offerings, pricing, 
promotion, and so on is another matter. 
If you're trying to operate in a lot of 
markets and you're not the low-cost producer, 
chances are you will be driven out by niche 
players who tailor their programs, products, 
and distribution to that segment. 
We are confined to Florida for the use of 
the trademark, which is a very powerful com-
petitive tool. Thus, we don't have the choice of 
taking a niche and exploiting it across the 50 
states, or 38 of the 50 states, to get the econo-
mies of scale and the volume we need to 
support computer systems and the like. 
So we had a dilemma. How do you build 
the volume needed to be competitive, while 
operating within the state of Florida? How can 
you win in many different markets? The only 
way I know is through a low-cost producer 
strategy. When we talk about low-cost, we're 
talking about the total cost of operations, 
administration, and medical services. 
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Let me use California to illustrate. Having 
built its program around· Well Point, the 
California Plan decided to go national. And it 
is doing some very creative, innovative things. 
It filed a trademark - AmeriCross - which 
resulted in a lawsuit with the [Blue Cross/Blue 
Shield] Association. 
Suddenly, it withdrew from that effort and 
abandoned plans to l'egister AmeriCross, even 
though it was not required to do that in the 
negotiated resolution of the impending lawsuit. 
All they were required to do was pull back 
from using it in the near term. 
They abandoned it because when they 
tried to put together a marketing program, the 
marketing people said, "Oh, let me see. It's 
'AmeriCross' now. No more Blue Cross. 
You're going to take equity dollars with big 
multiples and go into new markets? Well, I'm 
not sure I want any of that 'no-name' deal." 
So, the chance to operate in a market on an 
exclusive basis using the established trademark 
defines the ball field. And within that, you 
have to have a winning strategy - and low-cost 
producer is the one that's available to us. 
We've been trying to follow that now for a 
dozen years or so, and we haven't always had a 
good understanding. Perhaps this will precip-
itate further discussion. 
Market Leadership 
It seems to me that not only do we have to 
get 25 percent of the market, but 25 percent 
wouldn't be terribly comfortable if it turns out 
that the market is dominated by a combination 
of three or four providers and payers. 
Somebody asked me if I had expected 
Jacksonville to consolidate so rapidly. The 
answer is no, I didn't. In some of the markets, 
it may be hard to predict if consolidation will 
take place over two years, five years, or seven 
years. But it scarcely matters. We have to 
assume one of the more aggressive time periods 
unless we know otherwise. 
So low-cost producer is leveraging share. 
It's saying "no" to the niche strategy. It's look-
ing for economies of scale in all the various 
aspects of the business, not just the provider 




on local presence and recognizing the need for 
market leadership . 
Invariably, it is easier to take a 25 percent 
share to 30 percent than it is to take a 15 
percent share to 20 percent. There is a 
cumulative factor involved that is oftentimes 
referred to as "market leadership.• 
We know we're not going to achieve 
market leadership (25 percent share) purely by 
what's called same-store sales - that is, doing 
the things we do now more effectively. 
We will - and must - continue current 
efforts. But whether it's Workers' Compen-
sation or other activities, it's clear that the 
development side of the business needs to kick 
in. Sales growth must be supplemented with 
other forms of growth. 
One of the things I liked in the McKinsey 
article was its analysis of the value of an HMO 
member. If acquisitions are paying $2,000 a 
member, and yet the cash flow coming from 
that member is only worth $700, financing 
growth through acquisitions at that price 
($2000) could be a trip to oblivion~ 
There is not an easy out. Markets are very 
efficient in that regard. If you want to grow by 
acquisition, you have some interesting chal-
lenges. Other Blue Cross and Blue Shield plans 
with development plans that call for acqui-
sitions are having trouble finding acquisitions 
in our industry at a price that makes sense. 
Local Presence 
I would like to reiterate the local presence 
strategy. One of the changes in the mindset 
from · indemnity to managed care is to realize 
the importance of local presence. 
The particular· features of the delivery 
system, as well as the customer base, in a 
metropolitan area or region need to drive 
product development. Managed care develop-
ment and product development become one at 
some point. I don't know anybody who's win-
ning with a single across-all-markets approach. 
Another part of local presence ties back to 
long-term thinking. When we did our first 
long-term strategy in 1984-85, we identified the 
Local Group market - out of all of the 
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segments - as the market to win in. You can 
then leverage that in your direct markets, and 
in other markets, but you must win in the 
local group market. 
Clearly, local presence is intended to 
support not only market share in all segments, 
but very particularly local market growth. 
Local presence is challenging in another 
way. We have to simultaneously have within 
. the regions deep knowledge, understanding, 
and relationships with customers and pro-
viders. We must then pull from that experience 
enough knowledge and information to run the 
company wisely. 
That means aggregating from the regions, 
which means having a common way of captur-
ing experience and knowledge. If we're not 
learning from our experiences, we're losing a 
great deal of the value of local presence. 
There is great opportunity to strengthen 
our understanding and knowledge. Some of it 
through first-person visits - for which there is 
no substitute - but also through the flow of 
substantial information. 
As we go forward, there is a tension 
between market leadership, local presence and 
managed care. They are all needed. They all 
interact with each other. 
Managed Care 
Regarding managed care, I've already men-
tioned the notion of quality. We have had high 
achievements, such as the NCQA work that's 
been done. On the other hand, if you look five 
years down the road, you realize there is a lot 
of work to do. 
If we take to heart the responsibility for 
the well-being of our members - in terms of 
prevention and treating specific diseases as well 
as in terms of outcomes and other 
measurements - then we can really add value 
to the community, justify the cost of our 
business, and justify the rewards, both 
personally and organizationally. 
That means we need to continue operating 
the current managed care initiatives while 




We've done some good developmental 
work in the last year or so. We know, for 
example, that we won't use the same detailed 
network approach in Miami as in Jacksonville 
as in Polk County. On the other hand, we 
need common thinking processes that will 
produce consistent answers. And that is really 
quite challenging . 
We will selectively pursue relationships 
and opportunities with people in the delivery 
system we think can win. This is challenging as 
well. If we viewed ourselves as private 
investors and looked at the array of offerings in 
today's market, would we rush in and invest? 
How do we deal with the uncertainty that 
your partners will, in fact, perform? Not if 
they want to, or if they have integrity - you 
may be able to screen for that - but will they 
succeed? Since we don't have a choice called 
"not investing," we will pursue relationships. 
Again, referring to the McKinsey article, 
the winners did not get to the top position by 
acquisitions. I've heard so much about how 
United Health Care leveraged the 30 P.E. 
multiple in their stock to grow, and they did 
that with C.A. C. Ramsey. I saw that as the 
central leg on a winning strategy. Well, it may 
be going forward, but if you look at the 
winners, it has not been in the past. 
So, I think we're going to do some 
acquisitions and joint ventures, but we have to 
do it smart. We have to leverage the notion of 
local presence, and we have to do it in a way 
that offers the promise of economies of scale. 
What we learn in Miami, we get to use in 
Orlando or Tampa - not cookie cutter but 
actually what was learned. And that involves 
systems and processes as well. 
Other Strategies 
If the strategies I just mentioned - market 
leadership and local presence - have been core 
strategies for the entire corporation, then the 
supporting strategies we typically organize and 
work around are: marketing, managed care, 
organizational effectiveness, finance, diversifi-
cation, human resources, information tech-
nology and reengineering. You can combine 
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these in a variety of ways but, in and of 
themselves, each offers an enormous challenge. 
Issues-under fmance include: a common 
corporate financial management framework; 
capital plans, which tie into growth plans; cost 
information for pricing; and things like 
industry analysis. 
We should know today every player in 
Florida - in the indemnity side of our 
business, the Workers' Compensation side and 
the HMO side. As part of our overall business 
strategy, we should know their finances and be 
screening them for opportunities like joint 
ventures, alliances, and acquisitions. 
Let me comment on cost for pricing. An 
example comes to mind that may be helpful. A 
few years ago, we attended a presentation by a 
person operating regional shopping centers. He 
talked about pricing space to launch a new 
shopping center. 
You have a certain cost for your shopping 
center, and you have large nationally-known 
stores called anchors as well stores between the 
anchors. When you're trying to recruit an 
anchor, there is no illusion that you're going to 
get your full cost back from the rent. 
Anchors are not accustomed to paying for 
their costs; they' re accustomed to negotiating a 
deal. Part of the deal is that if Sears, for 
example, is at the end of the shopping center, 
all the smaller shops in between see customers 
they've never seen before. Therefore, they 
should pay more and Sears should pay less. 
And, they do. On a per-square-foot basis, the 
cost differences can easily be 100 percent or 
more between the shops in the middle and the 
anchors. 
What happens is you have a cost structure, 
and you have a competitive reality. Then you 
have the true economics of the business. There 
is no illusion that your cost accounting 
methods give you the true economics of the 
business. It's a leg on the table - maybe a leg-
and-a-half - but it's not the answer. And 
people who run their businesses as if it were 
the full answer go out of business. 
So cost for pricing - given the shopping 
center example and the way you compete for 




Medicare contracts - breaks down our cost 
structure into components so we can make 
intelligent decisions, rather than crude or 
misinformed ones. Financial strategy is an 
underpinning for many things and certainly 
will be · needed in new efforts such as 
diversification . 
So we have reaffirmed our high-level 
corporate strategies. We've reaffirmed that at 
the business level, we are focusing on market-
ing and managed care. Those two are coming 
more closely together. 
Organizational effectiveness is an umbrella 
effort we've viewed over the years as including 
not only Human Resources and Information 
Technology, but more recently, Reengineering 
- which is so large that we split it out. 
Government Programs 
In regard to increased regulatory require-
ments, we know that within the federal 
government, the focus has shifted from defense 
to health care - for fraud, abuse, adherence to 
accounting regulations. There has been a 
greatly increased set of standards for cost 
accounting of federal contracts. 
People have asked themselves: "Do we 
want to be in the Medicare business any 
longer?" only to discover that that isn't the 
right question - it's a sub-question. If you ask 
yourself, "Do you want to be in the federal 
contracts business?" now you're looking at 
Medicare risk, the Federal Employee Program, 
and Medicare contract administration. Those 
are the areas where - in this changing 
environment - there is increased risk and 
greater government regulation. 
Most companies in the Medicare contract-
ing business that we've talked to do not 
understand the risks. Therefore, they aren't 
considering them in their decisionmaking. In 
other words, if we dropped out of the 
Medicare contracting business, there are a lot 
of Blue Cross companies that would willingly 
jump in and bid very low prices to get that 
business in Florida. 
Following a recent review of current 
corporate and divisional strategies, we 
concluded to: keep the programs we have 
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going, try to incrementally improve them, but 
realize that's not sufficient. We need to redo 
managed care, and to a large degree, marketing. 
That work is underway. 
Case for Change 
Last summer some very helpful work was 
done on the •case for Change.• Every dimen-
sion of the company is not included, but a 
number of key aspects are. They call for not 
only achieving the 25 percent share, but alsp 
for essentially cutting unit operating costs in 
half. The key factors match the programs we 
see leading competitors developing. 
We see the Case for Change being review-
ed and revised as a regular part of the strategic 
planning effort. But getting it down to one set 
of statements in a table form was very helpful. 
One dimension not included in this first 
Case for Change is a corporate financial per-
formance indicator. Let me talk a minute about 
corporate financial performance. 
Currently, our long-term incentive plan 
says that on a risk-adjusted basis, capital should 
earn 15 percent. The equity in the business 
should earn 15 percent. To be considered a 
growth company and to have your capital 
opportunities equal to other growth com-
panies, earnings have to be growing by a 
significant percentage - 15 to 20 percent. 
If your earnings grow at less than that 
level, chances are you're going to have a higher 
cost of capital than your competition. And 
that's going to be a burden to carry when 
matching off to competition. 
While the Case for Change doesn't have 
the earnings numbers, each one of us could 
come up with the numbers we think ought to 
be on the piece of paper. And, I think many of 
us would come up with a number around a 15 
percent long-term return. A higher percentage 
would be better, but 15 percent would be 
important. 
The second number would be a minimal 
level rate of increase in earnings, and the only 
way to get that is through customer growth. 
So, while there aren't specific financial 
numbers on the paper, we do have related 





The degree of change we faced as an 
organization was an important factor in our 
decision to reengineer - a 50 percent reduction 
in unit operating costs, for example. 
We realized that incremental improve-
ments aren't enough, nor are more aggressive 
· ones typically associated with total quality 
management (TQM). We concluded that our 
processes needed to be reengineered. Then, in 
the period following reengineering, TQM - or 
continuous quality improvement - would be 
integrated into the very fiber of the business. 
We recognize that our employees are major 
stakeholders in the business. At the same time, 
we cannot protect them from changes in the 
market. If you attempt to do that, you'll 
simply go out of business. That doesn't mean 
you have to be uncaring. You can be thought-
ful, you can plan well ahead of time, you can 
invest in employees. However, in this dynamic 
environment, no one can guarantee stability. 
The reengineering effort is one component 
of the Company's Business Transformation 
initiative. It works in conjunction with the 
Human Resource system and Information 
Technology. These three components have to 
be integrated to achieve the Case for Change. 
Our focus is not solely on cost reductions. 
Managing costs is certainly one of the elements 
behind Business Transformation, but it is not 
sufficient by itself. 
To succeed, our initiatives must be driven 
by the corporate strategies and guided by the 
clearly defined targets in the Case for Change 
- with an appropriate leadership climate. 
Let me comment on that. There have been 
many instances in the past year where we've 
needed a team of people to deal with a tough 
issue. And as I have participated in some of 
their meetings or reviewed their work in a 
decisionrnaking setting, I have been very 
impressed with the quality people working 
these difficult issues. 
Only a team of people will have the 
necessary knowledge and information and the 
leadership to make the change work. We are 
being bombarded by these tough issues, and, 
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through the initiatives we are undertaking, we 
are creating even more. 
The leadership climate has got to be one 
that empowers people to wrestle through those 
issues and take them all the way to decision-
making. We have to provide guidance and 
support, but we also must create an environ-
ment where results are the basis and focus of 
the team. They in turn bring the necessary 
knowledge, skills and abilities to the table. 
And, as I said earlier, they encounter conflict 
and they resolve it with commitment. 
It has struck me very, very forcefully in 
the last year how many of those efforts are 
underway with high quality results and with 
high quality thinking going on. 
Vision 
Our vision is constant, but our sense of 
direction and our specific strategies vary. The 
vision is intended to cover a three to five year 
period - one would hope it changes 
incrementally. 
It's helpful to read about the computer 
industry. It seems to me there are significant 
parallels between that business and ours. All 
the products change and customer expectations 
change rapidly. 
A topic worth taking a minute or two 
about concerns transaction processing. In an 
idealized sense, we probably won't do trans-
action processing. None. That is not a business 
we want to be in - it's a commodity business. 
It's been instructive to talk to AT&T 
Transtech. They concluded that the only way 
to earn margins is when they go beyond trans-
action processing. Transaction processing in 
and of itself, as a commodity business, offers 
poor earning potential. 
So, as one of our choices, I think we will 
move away from being a transaction processor. 
Other choices, such as our reengineering 
efforts and the virtual office, provide some 





Just taking a quick look at 1994 perform-
ance is inadequate. If you list 50 things, you 
leave out another 50. These highlights are 
intended to relate back to some of the 
strategies. So the selected accomplishments are 
not a complete list. 
We added 82,000 contracts last year and set 
the stage for a gigantic first quarter this year. 
Looking at our growth from th~ perspective of 
new members, it came as a surprise to learn we 
had added 150,000 new members. That is quite 
an accomplishment. And, 35 percent of those 
new customers were in the HMO base - a sure 
indication of where the market is going. 
Corporate retention was 89 percent. This 
includes the direct pay segment, which tradi-
tionally has a higher cancellation rate. Health 
Options, retention rate was in the low 90s. 
I would like to see those numbers get a 
little higher. The market leaders will be higher, 
and we need to get higher. And I think we will 
as we continue to work on a number of our 
initiatives. The good news is that today's 
numbers, compared to five or eight years ago, 
are an enormous improvement. 
The overall costs that our customers paid 
were moderated enormously. The average 
adjustment in the HMO was 2.4 percent - far 
below the national average. 
We had a net income of $95.7 million on 
revenues of $2.3 billion. This was down 
somewhat from 1993 - due in large part to 
investment income decreasing sharply from 
our forecast and claims expenses increasing. 
Policyholders, equity grew to $560 million. 
It's the right number for the size we are today, 
but we need to drive it up because we,re going 
to be taking on more risk and more 
responsibility. 
The work that was done with NCQA and 
Care Manager implementation is an example of 
our progress in bringing the necessary know-
how to bear in cooperative, effective 
relationships. Lots of points of view. Lots of 
conflicting priorities. But a whole lot of 
evidence that there is commitment to 
implement those programs. 
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Progress on the Medicare & More project 
- the work that went on in Jacksonville, the 
growth that took place in South Florida, and 
the development work that,s underway right 
now for West ·Florida - was very encouraging. 
Regarding the notion of speed of accomp-
lishment, there,s no question the winners are 
companies that f~ on end results. They also 
make smart decisiobs using talented people. 
That,s where a lot of our emphasis is going to 
be in the coming year or two. 
Major operational changes occurred last 
year as well. And they occurred simultaneously 
with growth. Growth management is an issue. 
The sheer size of the units is increasing, and at 
the same time, we're doing Care Manager, 
NCQA, reengineering, etc. It's an overworked 
example, but we,re flying the 747 and we're 
putting new wiring in at the same time -
hopefully we won't blow a fuse, or at least not 
too many fuses. 
You can,t talk about '94 without talking 
about health care reform. Superb work went 
on by a whole team of people who didn't 
always agree with one another but were 
committed to the success of the company. 
The grassroots initiatives were some of the 
most creative work done across the entire 
country in health care reform. The solid 
analysis that gave us the foundation to work 
together combined with the outreach by the 
talented people who have built professional 
relationships throughout the industry and with 
the regulators and legislators all came together 
in a way that protected us. Other ·states have 
not been so lucky. We,re still in business, and 
we want to continue to be in business 
What do we see, again, in terms of '94 as it 
relates to the rate of change in managed care? _ 
We see acceleration, we see new competitors 
entering with high talents in _ specialized 
markets, we see increased focus on quality, we 
see increased data requirements, increased 
regulation, we see turmoil in the industry. 
Also related to change is the fact that we 
need to understand the legitimate concerns 
physicians have about managed care. Not 
every managed care company accepts their full 




empathy and understanding for the wrongs 
that people• are experiencing. 
Where good public policy can put us on 
the same side with physicians, we need to do 
that. And you can only do that if you try and 
walk in their shoes. Now that is in no way 
supporting the status quo. It simply means that 
there are aspects of managed care, as it is being 
practiced in the marketplace, that we need to 
understand. We don't want to defend some-
thing in Tallahassee that can take the whole 
industry down . 
One of the most encouraging aspects of '94 
is that in almost every dimension, you see 
growth in the organization, increased cap-
ability, increased compettttve capability, 
increased customer satisfaction. It is evident 
that the growth we've seen in the middle- to 
large-sized accounts is, in a major way, because 
of word of mouth. You either lose that 
reputation or you keep it - as a result of your 
daily performance. Our performance in 1994 
was very encouragmg. 
Ahead in 1995 
From a marketing perspective, we need to 
strengthen our analytical capabilities. We need 
to more deeply understand the elements of our 
business. Why are we winning? Why have we 
replaced certain carriers? What are the product 
features, and what is the experience? 
As was shown in Publix's change to Care 
Manager, the customer doesn't necessarily 
understand in advance what it means to 
dislocate employees from their primary care 
physician. They may think they're going to do 
it at one rate, and then it occurs at a different 
rate. They may think they understand what's 
going to happen within their employee 
population. For us, there is a rich opportunity 
to learn from these experiences - both in 
terms of their original thinking as well as their 
more recent thinking. 
We can't generalize from that, however, 
and say it applies to all companies (T ropicana, 
for example}. We know it doesn't. So we have 
to understand these customers in detail. Then 
we have to find a way to learn the common 
themes and patterns and have it guide our 
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product development, managed care, and other 
activities. 
We need to continue to build our base in 
terms of financial understanding as well as our 
base in terms of finances. 
Customer service - I'm sure many of you 
· have read the same articles - this is an area 
where there's been ~normous improvement in 
the last five or eight years. At the same time, 
we look at the polling data and see market 
leaders with very high satisfaction rates. It 
seems clear that 1995 has to be a step toward a 
higher level of performance. 
Part of that is understanding why the goal 
has to be where it is. If some people feel that 85 
percent satisfaction is excellent and others feel 
95 percent is required, reconciling those 
numbers is a good example of conflict and 
commitment. Take a conflict, get it out on the 
table, try to understand the facts and reasons 
behind it, list alternatives, pick a target, and 
then commit to that target and go after it. 
Provider relationships - how do we 
develop collaborative win-win relationships? A 
person who spent his life in labor management 
told me that, • A good contract is one you put 
in the drawer and never look at for the life of 
the contract.• To me, that's only one part of a 
collaborative relationship. We're also talking 
about engaging the providers in product 
development, process development, and in 
other activities. 
We've already talked some about organi-
zational effectiveness. Supporting reengineer-
ing is a major undertaking. A portion of our 
employee population may have difficulty 
acquiring the knowledge and skills needed to 
perform in a reengineered corporation. What 
we can do is set up a training capability and 
facilitate their career planning. • 
In my opinion, we have put very little in 
the way of expectations on the community. 
There's a lot to be gained by expecting far 
more assistance from community colleges and 
other sources to assist our people. 
We may have dislocation, but we will be a 
model for our caring concern for those 
employees. We could operate a support center, 





business that acquires business from other 
firms and actually becomes a successful 
business venture in its own right. We need to 
look at these kinds of creative approaches 
rather than take a 1960s labor relations 
approach. 
Finally, we need to build public under-
standing and support for our programs and 
policies. We want to he, and be seen as, more 
responsible, more caring, more compassionate, 
and more dedicated to the long-term success of 
our company and our community. 
In many, if not all, entrepreneurial com-
panies, the rewards for winning are so great 
that people often . focus no more than 24 
months out. They may stay with their 
company, but they. feel no n=d to stay with 
the company. 
In my vision for our company, we are able 
to adapt to markets, and win in markets with 
that kind of drive. At the same time, we must 
have a deep commitment to the long-term, 
continuous renewal and success of this 
company. 
A friend of mine once told me, •1 used to 
think being general manager or CEO of my 
own insurance company was utopia. More 
recently, I decided that the management of 
mutual insurance companies were the true 
czars of American industry. They have the 
luxury of trying to figure out what is best for 
the well-being of the company and do it -
without the distraction of short-term demands 
by investors, i.e., quarterly per-share earnings 
requirements." 
Now that's not a speech on behalf of stay-
ing in our current structure, because we all 
know we're looking at choices. It is a pitch 
that says there is great advantage in being 
short-term oriented in the sense of action, 
decisicmrnaking, and paying our way. On the 
other hand, we have to be committed to the 
long-term success of the company and recog-
nize that's going to take continuous renewal. 
Throughout 1994, I met with various 
groups and was thoroughly impressed with 
how much knowledge has been brought into 
the org~tion and with the competencies 
that have been developed. 
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If I had one area to focus on for this year, 
it's the need to recognize that we are playing 
against the best and the brightest. We are not 
some average industry with average rewards 
doing average things. 
There are entry-level jobs in our Company 
for systems, for sales, for marketing, for · 
finance, for human resources, for economic 
analysis, for provider negotiations, and so on. 
We need to fill the pipeline with the best and 
the brightest. We need to bring into this 
organization people who have gi-eat ambition 
and drive. People with a great sense of 
achievement who want to do great things. And 
who are going to demand an environment in 
which they are allowed to do great things. 
Around this table we have a group of 
people that has worked together for a number 
of years, built relationships, built knowledge, 
and developed teams of people working with 
them that are very talented. 
However, if we're going to win in the 
future, we need to carefully fill entry-level 
positions so that the average new hire going 
into a unit (e.g., managed care) is very bright, is 
a high achiever, a hard worker who wants a lot 
of responsibility and authority. This holds true 
for human resources, finance, marketing and 
every other division or region of the 
Corporation. 
Do not confuse these comments in regard 
to the hiring that's been going on. I think we 
have brought some marvelous people into the 
Company. 
Conclusion 
We've had a winning combination. The 
rate of change in our industry has been 
enormous and it's accelerating. _We've matched 
off to those changes with our Managed Care 
and Marketing strategies as a key external 
focus. And we're supporting that intemally 
with our Reengineering and Organizational 
Effectiveness strategies as well as sound 
financing, supporting strategies and great 
dedication. 
We're talking about an industry that's 
shifting more rapidly to Managed Care. We 




Whereas I might have predicted in the past that 
Managed Care would account for 80 percent of 
the market - classical HMO, point-of-service, 
etc. - I think we're now talking about 
essentially the whole market going that way. 
My last comment would be to repeat a 
caution from the Boston Consulting Group -
we probably underestimate the rate of change. 
-We• meaning our collective judgment. 
Change characteristically begins as slow accel-
eration until critical mass occurs and then it 
just takes off. And that's when people really 
feel threatened . 
All of a sudden, six or eight or ten 
institutions are aligned in a large market, where 
the month before they weren't. Or some other 
major event happens. We have to allow for 
that uncertainty. The danger would be to plan 
for too little. You can't plan for too much, but 
you can plan for too little. 
Thank you very much. 
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